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welcome to the world of Thomas Cook Tours
we look forward to sharing some

wonderful experiences with you
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discover vietnam & cambodia
This booklet contains your itinerary and a range of other important information. Please read it
through carefully and bring it with you on your holiday.
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1. Essential information

Passport and visa requirements
Travellers visiting Vietnam and Cambodia must have a visa.

For entry into Vietnam, you’ll need to obtain a visa before you leave the UK. You can apply for your
visa by post through the Embassy of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam (please see page 23 for
details). Please allow at least one month for visa processing. Vietnamese authorities will fine
anyone who arrives without a visa and may not allow them to enter Vietnam. 

For entry into Cambodia, you can obtain your visa on arrival, which costs approximately $20 and
must be paid for in US dollar cash. You will need two passport-sized photographs for your
Cambodian visa. This visa is valid for 30 days.

All visitors must hold a full 10-year passport and the validity must extend six months beyond the
date of entry into Vietnam and Cambodia. You must also be in possession of a return or onward
flight ticket.

Health requirements
Precautions/vaccinations are recommended against hepatitis A, typhoid, polio and tetanus. Malaria
tablets are also recommended for Cambodia, and yellow fever immunisation is essential if travelling
from an infected country. There is a high prevalence of HIV/AIDS throughout Cambodia and extreme
care should be taken at all times.

Please contact your doctor for the latest information. Alternatively, full details can be found on the
Department of Health website at www.doh.gov.uk/travel/countryadvice and on the Medical
Advisory Services for Travellers Abroad website at www.masta.org.

Insurance
We strongly recommend you take out comprehensive travel insurance for the whole of your stay in
Vietnam and Cambodia.
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Luggage
Your tour includes porterage for only one suitcase, so we recommend you stick to that. You can
bring a maximum of two if you prefer, but please note that a charge of around US$25 will be added
for any additional bags, subject to availability of space. The dimensions for each bag must not
exceed 62 inches or 158 centimetres (when you add up width, length and height). There’s also a
weight limit of 44 pounds or 20 kilograms for your checked luggage and Cathay Pacific will levy an
excess luggage charge if it exceeds this. Please make sure you pack any electrical equipment and
sharp objects like scissors, nail clippers, razor blades, knitting needles, nail files and penknives in
your main luggage.

In addition, Cathay Pacific allows strictly only one piece of cabin luggage per person. In addition to
this you may also take on board one personal article like a small handbag, briefcase or laptop.
Your carry-on bag must be able to fit under your seat or in the overhead compartment and can’t be
more than a total of 45 inches or 115 centimetres (when you add up width, length and height) or
more than 15 pounds or 7 kilograms in weight.

If you have any queries about these luggage guidelines, please call Cathay Pacific on 0208 834 8888.

Please use the enclosed luggage labels. For security reasons we recommend you don’t display your
home address before your return flight back to the UK.

Flight details and airport fees
Full flight details can be found in your voucher booklet.

You don’t have to reconfirm your Cathay Pacific flights, but if you want to speak to the airline about
anything to do with them, you can telephone them on: 0208 834 8888

Local airport departure taxes are not included and are payable as follows:

Cambodia
International airport tax: US$25.

Please note that this is subject to change without notice and payment is generally accepted only
in US dollar cash.
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Optional tours and sightseeing
It’s impossible to pack everything into a single tour, so for additional variety and excitement you
may have some additional excursions to choose from throughout your holiday.

If you want to take any of these optional excursions, please let your tour manager know as soon
as possible. Although the excursions aren’t organised by Thomas Cook Tours, your tour manager
will take care of bookings and payment.

You can pay for these excursions with local currency, US dollar traveller’s cheques or by credit card.
Please note that we can’t accept personal cheques, sterling traveller’s cheques or the Thomas Cook
Cash Passport.

Sometimes unexpected local conditions mean we have to substitute alternative sightseeing trips
for advertised excursions, especially early or late in the season. You should also know that some
excursions are dependent on local availability; similarly, some will only take place if enough people
choose to take them.

Important
Please be aware of the following important information, which has been taken from the booking
conditions detailed in the Thomas Cook Tours 2011-2013 brochure:

Excursion Conditions
Excursions include, but are not restricted to, any sightseeing trips, gigs, events or other tours
attended in resort for which additional payment is required. Excursions can either be booked and/or
paid for in resort ("Resort Booked Excursions") or pre-booked and paid for when you book your
Holiday ("Pre-booked Excursions"). All excursions are supplied by third party suppliers and are
subject to our supplier conditions. Subject to our Booking Conditions we accept responsibility for
Pre-booked Excursions. However, Resort Booked Excursions do not form part of your Package and
are not governed by the Package Travel, Package Holiday and Package Tours Regulations 1992. We
do not have any responsibility or liability whatsoever for anything which may go wrong on a Resort
Booked Excursion. We, our servants, employees or agents are acting, depending on the actual
Resort Booked Excursion, either as agents for the relevant Resort Booked Excursion or as agent for
you. In any event the contract for any Resort Booked Excursion is between you and the Resort
Booked Excursion provider. It is your responsibility to note carefully any conditions of contract
contained in any Resort Booked Excursion, literature, ticket or receipt you are given. For Resort
Booked Excursions you may also be subject to the laws of the country in which you take your
excursions and may be required to bring any disputes or claims before the Courts of that country also.

You’ll also find a full copy of the booking conditions at the back of the Thomas Cook Tours brochure.
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2. Discover Vietnam & Cambodia itinerary

Taking in sights as diverse as the incomparable temples of Angkor and the fertile beauty of the
Mekong Delta, this tour of the incredible highlights of Vietnam and Cambodia brings to life
traditional images of cyclos, green paddy fields and farm workers alongside cities such as Ho Chi
Minh and Phnom Penh.

Day 1 – London / Hong Kong / Hanoi
You’ll find details of your flight to Hanoi via Hong Kong in your voucher booklet.

Your tour manager will meet you at the Cathay Pacific check-in desk at London Heathrow Airport,
Terminal 3. Then once you’ve checked in, make your way to the Servisair Lounge. If your tour
manager gets held up at the check-in desk, the Servisair Lounge monitors will tell you which
departure gate you need to go to and your tour manager will meet you at the gate or on the plane.

If you’ve got a connecting flight from a domestic airport, your tour manager will meet you at the
Cathay Pacific check-in desk at Heathrow Airport, in the Servisair Lounge at Heathrow Airport or on
the plane.

Overnight in the air.

Day 2 – Hanoi
After arriving early evening in to Hanoi, transfer to your centrally located hotel for the first of your
three nights’ stay, where you can relax and freshen up after your flight.

Your tour manager will let you know your wake-up time each day as well as the times of all tours
and departures.

Overnight in Hanoi.

Day 3 – Halong Bay
Breakfast and lunch (included)

Passing rice fields on the way, travel east to the gateway of Halong Bay, Hon Gai, for a full-day
excursion. Made internationally famous as a film location, the bay has been important in Vietnamese
legend for centuries. Take in the splendid vistas of one of Vietnam’s greatest natural wonders on a
31/2 hour bay cruise, exploring some of the 3,000 islands scattered around the bay. A fresh seafood
lunch will be served on board before heading back to your Hanoi hotel this afternoon.

Overnight in Hanoi.
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Day 4 – Hanoi
Breakfast (included)

Spend a full day discovering the highlights of Vietnam’s gracious capital, Hanoi, on today’s tour. Visit
the Ho Chi Minh Quarter this morning, dedicated to the father of modern Vietnam, and explore the
Ho Chi Minh Mausoleum in Ba Dinh Square, the site where Ho Chi Minh first declared independence
from French rule in 1945. After visiting the humble house on stilts, where Ho Chi Minh lived and ruled
from until his death in 1969, pass the Presidential Palace and One-Pillar Pagoda, before heading to
the Temple of Literature. Hanoi’s first university, the temple dates back to 1070 but is now a centre
for Confucian worship.

After lunch (not included) visit the infamous ‘Hanoi Hilton’ museum – Hanoi’s former prison where
US prisoners of war were incarcerated during the Vietnam War, before taking a cyclo ride to the
Old Quarter where peddlers continue their age-old trades among the winding maze of streets.
Reaching the heart of Hanoi, see the boulevards of French colonial architecture around the Hoan
Kiem Lake area before heading back to your hotel.

Round off your day with an evening performance of Hanoi’s famous water puppets before spending
a final night at your hotel.

Overnight in Hanoi.

Day 5 – Hanoi / Hue
Breakfast (included)

This morning, fly to Vietnam’s central coast, where the historic city of Hue provides a window on
Vietnam’s complex past. Begin your exploration of this old Imperial capital with a visit to the Citadel,
the former home of Nguyen Dynasty emperors, before boarding a dragon boat for your cruise along
the Perfume River to Hue’s oldest and most beautiful pagoda – the seven-tiered Thien Mu.

After your tour, settle in at your centrally located hotel, overlooking the Perfume River, for an
overnight stay.

Overnight in Hue.
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Day 6 – Hue / Hoi An
Breakfast (included)

Enjoy the scenic sights of Hue’s countryside this morning as you head to the impressive, contrasting
tombs of emperors Tu Duc and Khai Dinh. After visiting the mausoleums, journey along one of the
most beautiful routes in Vietnam, through both rural and coastal settings, including the stunning
Hai Van Pass, to Danang.

Reaching Danang, visit the Cham Museum. The Cham people occupied this area of Vietnam from
the 2nd to the 17th century. This museum displays many Cham artefacts including some of the
finest examples of Cham sculpture in the world.

Continue south to the Marble Mountains, home to marble artisans, important Buddhist, Hindu and
Cham deity sites, and a number of impressive caves, temples and viewpoints, all of which have
acquired mythical significance over the centuries, and enjoy beautiful views over China Beach and
the surrounding countryside. Head down to China Beach to see the site of the former US ‘rest and
relaxation’ beach escape spot before heading to Hoi An and your hotel, which welcomes you for a
two-night stay.

Overnight in Hoi An.

Day 7 – Hoi An
Breakfast (included)

Board a river boat this morning for a leisurely cruise along the Thu Bon River, passing pastoral
farmlands and shimmering paddy fields, en route to Hoi An town. Explore the historic town of Hoi
An, with its combination of French, Chinese, Japanese and Vietnamese architecture, and find out
about the city’s cultural heritage with visits to an old merchant house, the Hoi An Museum, a
Chinese Assembly Hall and the Japanese Covered Bridge on a walking tour.

Enjoy a respite from city life on an afternoon drive to beautiful My Son, where you can see some of
Vietnam’s foremost Cham ruins, set amongst lush mountainous surrounds and dating back as far
as the 4th century.

Overnight in Hoi An.
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Day 8 – Hoi An / Ho Chi Minh City (formerly Saigon)
Breakfast (included)

This morning transfer to Danang Airport and fly to energetic Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam’s commercial
capital and still often called by its former name Saigon. Although at the forefront of modernisation
in Vietnam, Ho Chi Minh City’s friendly atmosphere remains, and you’ll also find reminders of its
turbulent past. Reaching the city, head to your hotel in the heart of the downtown district, which
welcomes you for three nights.

Overnight in Ho Chi Minh City.

Day 9 – Ho Chi Minh City and Cu Chi Tunnels
Breakfast (included)

Start the morning with a walking tour of Ho Chi Minh City’s famous and historic landmarks, beginning
with a stroll along Dong Khoi Street, past the Rex Hotel, taking in sights such as Ho Chi Minh Square,
the Municipal Theatre and Notre Dame Cathedral, the site of the former US Embassy. Tour the
impressive Re-Unification Palace and the War Remnants Museum before journeying to Cholon.

Reaching Cholon, visit Vietnam’s bustling Chinatown district including the Binh Tay market and a
colourful Chinese pagoda dedicated to the goddess of the sea – Thien Hau. 

This afternoon take a tour of the Cu Chi tunnel network. Set in the Vietnam War’s ‘Iron Triangle’, the
tunnel network, comprising three levels of tunnels stretching over 250km, was developed for
guerrilla warfare and used by the Viet Cong during the Vietnam War.

Overnight in Ho Chi Minh City.
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Day 10 – Mekong Delta
Breakfast and lunch (included)

Journey south to the Mekong Delta, known as the ‘rice bowl of Vietnam’, and spend a full day
exploring one of Vietnam’s most fertile regions and the main cultivation area of rice and tropical
fruits. Head to My Tho, the gateway to the Mekong Delta, and board a boat to cruise amongst the
glistening landscapes of the delta’s lush surrounds.

Sail to an island in the heart of the delta and visit a fruit orchard, where you will have the chance
to taste a sample of the local produce. Board a traditional sampan boat and journey along the
winding, narrow canals to visit a local family house and receive traditional hospitality, sharing a cup
of tea or rice wine. Return to My Tho for lunch, which includes an opportunity to try elephant-ear
fish, before heading back to Ho Chi Minh City late this afternoon.

Overnight in Ho Chi Minh City.

Day 11 – Ho Chi Minh City / Siem Reap
Breakfast (included)

Fly to Siem Reap in Cambodia. Please remember to bring two passport-sized photographs with you
for your Cambodian visa.

Reaching Siem Reap, transfer to your hotel.

Overnight in Siem Reap.

Day 12 – Temples of Angkor
Breakfast (included)

The temples of Angkor represent 600 years of Khmer civilisation (802-1432) and are one of the
wonders of the world. Today you will get a glimpse inside the incredible fortified city of Angkor
Thom on a guided tour. Visit the mysterious Bayon, the epicentre of Angkor city, with its thousands
of beautifully hand-carved figures each telling a story.

In the late afternoon you may choose to climb Phnom Bakheng to watch the sun set over this awe-
inspiring temple complex before returning to your hotel. Please be aware that a suitable level of
fitness is required as this is quite a strenuous climb.

Overnight in Siem Reap.
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Day 13 – Temples of Angkor
Breakfast (included)

Start out early today and watch the sun rise over Angkor Wat, not only the largest and most
impressive of all the Angkor monuments, but also the biggest religious structure in the world. 
The sunrise visit will enable you to better appreciate the magnificence of this incredible temple
and add another dimension to the enormity and grandeur of this complex.

Return to your hotel for breakfast and afterwards, tour more of Angkor city’s ruins and beautiful
temples, including the 10th century Banteay Srei, filled with well preserved and detailed carvings,
and the atmospheric Ta Phrom in the greater Angkor area, before heading back to the hotel.

Overnight in Siem Reap.

Day 14 – Siem Reap / Phnom Penh
Breakfast (included)

Fly to Phnom Penh this morning to discover a city reinventing itself.

As well as architectural evidence of its French colonial past, you can see Phnom Penh’s recently
developed riverfront centre, learn about Khmer history at the National Museum, visit the Silver
Pagoda, famous for its 5,000 silver tiled floor, and walk around the Royal Palace. Your morning tour
concludes with lunch (not included).

For a reminder of the history of the Pol Pot era this afternoon, visit the chilling Tuol Sleng Museum
of Genocide Crimes, before heading to your centrally located hotel on the banks of the Mekong River.

The rest of the day is yours to spend as you please.

Overnight in Phnom Penh.
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Day 15 – Phnom Penh / Hong Kong / London
Your tour manager will let you know what time you need to check out of your hotel. Make sure any
outstanding bills are paid and check that your passport and air tickets are secure in your hand luggage.

Please remember to set aside US$25 in cash per person for the international airport tax at Phnom
Penh Airport.

You’ll find details of your Cathay Pacific flight to London Heathrow, via Hong Kong, in your voucher
booklet and on your air tickets.

Overnight in the air.

Day 16 – London
A light breakfast will be served before we arrive at London Heathrow.

If you’ve pre-booked our door-to-door pick-up service, your tour manager will show you where to
go for your journey home.

Tipping your tour manager
It’s customary to express happiness with any personal service you receive on your holiday with
some kind of gratuity, and tour managers are no exception. Naturally this is entirely at your
discretion, but as a simple guideline we recommend £2-4 per person per day – depending, of
course, on your level of satisfaction.

As tips are a personal matter, we suggest they’re given on an individual basis rather than as a group
collection.

Last-minute changes
Tours involve services from many different airlines, hotels and ground transportation companies.
Due to the demand for these services, it’s not always possible to guarantee particular airlines,
flights, aircraft type, ferries, trains and/or hotels featured on a specific itinerary or departure date. 

Also, in remote destinations and relatively undeveloped countries, abnormal conditions can prevail
at any time, making tours susceptible to unexpected changes.

Bearing this in mind, we reserve the right to change any of the listed services and, if necessary,
even make last-minute changes to the itinerary itself without prior notice. Of course, if this happens,
we will always make every effort to give you as much advance notice as possible.
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3. Destination highlights

Vietnam
With a history reaching back thousands of years, Vietnam has much to offer the interested traveller,
including huge mountains, beautiful beaches, productive paddy fields, hectic cities and a
fascinating culture. National parks and nature reserves provide a home for diverse species of
wildlife, including elephants, black bears, tigers and turtles.

Hanoi
Set in the heart of the northern delta, Vietnam’s small and charming capital is home to a diverse yet
elegant blend of burgeoning city and relaxed provincial life. Rich in history and the remnants of
numerous eclectic cultures, the laid-back city of Hanoi combines the historical 11th-century buildings
of the first Vietnamese university (the Temple of Literature) with bustling modern commercial
districts and the wide tree-lined boulevards of French colonial, Russian and Chinese architecture.

Hue
The former Imperial capital of Vietnam, Hue is a small, peaceful region, home to a unique culture and
rich in historical heritage. Set on the shores of the Perfume River, the area is dotted with canals and
lakes, interspersed with a landscape of lush, verdant countryside. Designated a UNESCO World
Heritage Site, the city is home to several royal mausoleums and the Citadel of the former Nguyen
Dynasty emperors, rulers of Vietnam until 1945. The Citadel now houses an impressive museum and
a reconstructed representation of the Forbidden Purple City.

Hoi An
The enchanting, historic town of Hoi An sits like a jewel in the central region of Vietnam. The country’s
turbulent history failed to make a mark on the timeless quality of Hoi An and the area has retained
the traditional wooden shop fronts and picturesque peacefulness of its past, acquiring it the honour
of UNESCO World Cultural Heritage Site. A former port town, Hoi An sits on the Vietnamese coast and
is home to several beach resorts. The influence of many cultures is evident in the French, Chinese,
Japanese and Vietnamese architectural styles dating back as far as the 16th century.

Ho Chi Minh City
Formerly known as Saigon, Ho Chi Minh City sits on the outskirts of the Mekong Delta and is a large,
bustling city on the shores of the Saigon River. After years of turbulent history, particularly as the
former capital of South Vietnam until 1975, the city is once again burgeoning as the economic centre
of Vietnam. Numerous chic and stylish hotels, bars, restaurants and clubs line the main roads, but
the rich historical heritage is still more than evident in the many museums, colonial villas and
pagodas. Several markets around the city provide all manner of goods from the traditional
handicrafts and produce of local villages to the high-tech electronics of multi-national brand names.
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Cambodia
Reopening to tourism only recently, Cambodia is once again welcoming visitors to its stunning temples
and wonderful scenery. Set in south-east Asia and bordered by Vietnam, this country, where the Khmer
empire once ruled and French colonialism took hold, has a wealthy cultural heritage. Among the
sights, Angkor’s temples and the country’s other architectural attractions are probably the most
famous, though natural delights such as rivers, lakes, beaches and forests are equally as splendid.

Siem Reap
Siem Reap is a small but bustling town near the north-west corner of the great Tonle Sap Lake,
surrounded by shimmering rice paddies and numerous traditional floating houses. The town,
formerly a cluster of old villages developed around individual pagodas but overlaid by a French
colonial centre, is a pretty, provincial capital, home to stretches of French colonial and Chinese
architecture and the Old Market. Craft shops and silk farms abound and there will no doubt be a
chance to see a performance of the traditional Cambodian Apsara dance. Siem Reap is also the
gateway to the Temples of Angkor, so serves as a good base for exploring the temple ruins of the
Khmer empire and Angkor city’s other ancient delights.

Angkor Wat
The incredible temple complex at Angkor served as the heart of the Khmer empire between the 9th
and 15th centuries. These impressive stone-built monuments were constructed as a testament to
the divinity of the Khmer devarajas (god-kings) and, as the temples were constructed, cities grew
up around them. Among the lush jungle slopes of north-west Cambodia, the ruins of over 100
temple sites have survived centuries of natural erosion and political turmoil to preserve some of
the most artistic and archaeologically significant edifices in the world. The complex is currently
protected as a UNESCO World Heritage Site.

Phnom Penh
Cambodia’s capital, Phnom Penh, is a small and vibrant city set on the shores of the Mekong and
Tonle Sap rivers. Home to a bustling society of friendly people and a burgeoning economy, evidence
of French colonisation is stronger here than anywhere else in Cambodia, with wide boulevards of
colonial architecture mingling with Chinese influences and former Khmer edifices. Several stunning
pagodas remain in the city, along with the National Museum, displaying Khmer art and sculpture,
and the Royal Palace. Prosperity is slowly returning to the city after the Pol Pot regime of the 1970s
all but destroyed it, and although the city is rejuvenating itself, the regime of the Khmer Rouge is
remembered in the harrowing Tuol Sleng Museum, a former school that was turned into a prison
and torture centre, and the Killing Fields at Choeung Eik.

Recommended reading
Vietnam 2nd edition – Travellers (Thomas Cook)
Cambodia – Travellers (Thomas Cook)
‘Vietnam: A History’ by Stanley Karnow
‘A History of Cambodia’ by David Chandler
Insight Guide – Vietnam
Lonely Planet – Cambodia

13
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4. Useful information

Climate
Vietnam
The country spans several climatic zones, therefore you’ll find substantial variations in weather
conditions between the north and the south. Average year-round temperatures range between 20-
35°C, so there’s no particular good or bad season in which to visit Vietnam.

There are two main seasons in southern Vietnam, where a tropical climate prevails. The wet season
lasts from May to November and the dry season is between December and April. The hottest months
in this region are from March until May.

Central Vietnam is usually dry from May to October and wet from December to February. Unstable
weather conditions and flooding may be experienced during October and November.

In the north of Vietnam there are also two main seasons, although conditions can change
dramatically throughout the day. The winter months (November-April) are usually cold and humid,
and temperatures in December and January can drop to as low as 8°C. In summer (May-October) it
can be quite hot and wet, with regular downpours and occasional typhoons. July and August are the
hottest months in Hanoi.

Cambodia
Cambodia is hot and humid, attracting visitors year round. May to October is probably the best
time to visit, when Tonle Sap is at its most interesting and the jungle is green (not brown). During
these months, cooling rains fall for a short time in the afternoon only, there are fewer tourists at the
temples and the moats and library pools are full at Angkor.

Clothing and dress code
In some areas the sun is very strong so please wear cool casuals and ensure that you have a good
pair of sunglasses, high factor sunscreen, a wide-brim hat and insect repellent. A light jacket or
jumper is recommended for cooler evenings and northerly areas such as Hanoi, although wearing
several layers that can be easily added or removed is a good idea at any time as temperatures vary
from region to region, particularly in the evenings. Lightweight rain gear and good, broken-in
walking shoes are indispensable.

The dress code throughout Vietnam and Cambodia is generally informal, although you may want
to bring some smarter casual clothes for evening wear. Like anywhere in south-east Asia, modest
dress is recommended. Sleeveless tops, short skirts and shorts are fine for shopping and general
sightseeing but should be avoided when visiting religious sites.
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Culture and customs
When visiting temples, pagodas and religious edifices, you are expected to dress respectably and
leave a small donation. Please follow the cue of other Vietnamese and Cambodian visitors with
regards to appropriate behaviour.

While in Cambodia, public displays of affection between couples are not encouraged and interaction
as simple as holding hands can be embarrassing for your Cambodian hosts.

Electricity
Both Vietnam and Cambodia use the 220-volt two-pin plug type, but both flat and round pin plug types
are in use. The electricity supply can vary and European appliances will require an adaptor. You should
bring a multiple adaptor with you, which you should purchase in the UK prior to your visit. Power
cuts are not uncommon in either country, but most of the larger hotels have their own generators.

Food and drink
Vietnam 
Food throughout Vietnam is generally of a very high standard and almost every area has its own
speciality. The northern areas around Hanoi tend to serve rice-noodle dishes with meat, fresh
vegetables and various spices, although ‘cha ca’ grilled fish pieces are also very popular. The
southern areas around Ho Chi Minh City prefer pancake-styled dishes with meat and vegetable
fillings. The speciality of the central region, especially Hoi An, is a noodle-based soup with pork and
vegetables. Ice cream is popular throughout the country and is served in a variety of unusual yet
tasty flavours, while coffee is a Vietnamese staple and is available everywhere.

Restaurants and hotels throughout the country serve a combination of both traditional Vietnamese
cuisine and dishes with an international influence. French and Chinese styles are particularly
common, as are Thai and European flavours.

Cambodia 
Cambodian food is similar in style to Thai cuisine, but is more simple, and dishes are flavoured
with herbs rather than chilli. A typical meal will generally consist of chicken, fish or pork, with rice,
and tropical fruits or vegetables as an accompaniment. Regional specialities include meat and
vegetable dishes cooked in a clay pot, elephant-ear fish in a noodle soup, mild fish or coconut
curries and various Chinese-style stir fry dishes.
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Language
The official language in Vietnam is Vietnamese, although several other languages and dialects are
used, such as French, English and Chinese. 

The official language in Cambodia is Khmer, although French and Chinese are also spoken, along
with English, Russian and Vietnamese in some areas.

Although English is widely spoken in the major tourist areas, it is uncommon in areas outside the
major cities.

Photography
Although camera films and film processing centres are generally available in some Vietnamese and
Cambodian cities, the quality of the products and services cannot be guaranteed, so we recommend
you bring sufficient stocks with you to cover your stay.

As a courtesy, always ask permission before taking close-up photos of people and check, before you
take your photos, that photography is allowed in any area you visit. In Vietnam, it is forbidden to
take photographs of Vietnamese authorities, border areas, bridges, airports, train stations and
military personnel or bases. If you are found to be taking photographs, penalties include having the
film removed from your camera and a fine.

We advise you to place all undeveloped film in your hand luggage, as there is a small risk of damage
from the CTX scanning carried out on hold luggage at UK airports.
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Public Holidays in 2012 
Vietnam
International New Year’s Day 1 January
Vietnamese New Year 23–26 January
Liberation of Saigon 30 April
International Labour Day 1 May
National Day 2 September

Cambodia
International New Year’s Day 1 January
Victory Day 7 January
Meak Bochea Day 7 February
Women’s Day 8 March
Chaul Chnam Thmey (Cambodian New Year) 14–18 April
International Labour Day 1 May
Visaka Buja Day (Buddha Day) 5 May
Royal Ploughing Ceremony 9 May
The King’s Birthday 13–15 May
King’s Mother’s Birthday 18 June
Pchum Ben Day 14–18 September
Constitution Day 24 September
Coronation Day 29 October
Independence Day 9 November
Bon Om Thook (Water and Moon Festival) 30 October – 1 November
UN Human Rights Day 10 December

Safety tips
Thousands of people travel safely in Vietnam and Cambodia every year, but here are some common
sense tips to ensure you have a safe holiday:

• Be vigilant at all times.
• Never leave your luggage unattended.
• Lock the door when staying in hotels.
• Try not to attract attention by carrying and/or wearing expensive jewellery.
• Try to use traveller’s cheques or a credit card when you can, but if you must carry cash, carry only

enough for the day.
• Don’t carry your wallet in your back pocket.
• Lock all valuables in the hotel safety deposit box.
• Don’t discuss what valuables and money you are carrying in public.
• Walk only in well-lit areas and take extra care around street markets and when using public

transport. In Cambodia, take motos or taxis rather than walking at night.
• While in Cambodia, if you are confronted, it is not advisable to resist. Robberies can involve firearms.
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Shopping
Vietnam
There are lots of bargains on offer in the markets and although haggling is acceptable in the smaller
towns, large city stores have fixed prices. Hanoi art, woodwork and lacquerware are popular around
the northern areas, as are coconut husk masks and water puppets. Souvenirs from Hue generally
include mon bai tho hats, made from reeds and leaves with proverbs printed on the inside, whereas
the region around the Marble Mountains provides beautiful marble boxes and ornaments. Local
handicrafts from all over the country include hand embroidered items, hill-tribe needlework,
baskets, wood carvings and silk batiks.

Cambodia
The most popular Cambodian souvenir is a scarf of bolt of Cambodia’s beautiful hand-woven silk,
hand coloured with natural dyes. To purchase this natural silk rather than machine made, chemically
dyed produce, ask for ‘leak tomuhjeat’. Local handicrafts and other good buys include temple
rubbings, sculptures and wood or stone carvings.

Smoking
Smoking is common in both Vietnam and Cambodia. However, smoking is usually prohibited on
public transport and on most aircraft. Many hotels set aside non-smoking rooms or floors, however,
the smoking policy in restaurants varies by locality. Always ask before lighting up.

Telephones
Vietnam
International calls direct from your hotel room will prove slightly more expensive than calling from
a post office. When dialling abroad, use the prefix 171 (e.g. 171 00 44) before any other numbers to
ensure a flat rate for international calls. Post offices are the best place to make international calls
from, but public pay phones can also be used. Please be aware that for any international calls
made, a ‘connection’ charge is applied by the Vietnamese Government, even if the call is
unanswered. This is a nominal fee and not the full charge of a connected call.

Cambodia
Telephone services in Cambodia are generally good but very expensive. International calls can be
made from guest-houses, hotels, post offices and public pay phones, but make sure you check
prices in advance.

Alternatively, please ask your tour manager for assistance if you want to make a phone call and to
find out the easiest and cheapest arrangement.
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Time zones
Vietnam GMT plus 7 hours
Cambodia GMT plus 7 hours

Please note that neither country observes Daylight Saving Time.

Tipping
In Vietnam, tipping is generally expected. Most establishments do not include a service charge,
but some of the larger hotels and restaurants may include a 5% gratuity. Taxi drivers do not expect
tips, however tipping is at your discretion.

In Cambodia, the larger hotels and restaurants in major cities may include a service charge of 10%,
but if not, we recommend you add a 10% tip. It is also customary to tip hotel staff, porters and taxi
drivers, as well as your tour drivers and local guides. Your tour manager will advise you of
recommendations locally.

Toilets
Most public toilets in Vietnam and Cambodia are not very nice and may consist of a hole in the
ground over an open sluice. Always take advantage of toilet facilities in international hotels and the
best restaurants, and we recommend that you carry tissue paper with you in case there is no toilet
paper available.
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Travel the World without Costing the Earth
We're passionate about the places we visit and want to protect and preserve them for future
generations to enjoy. We’re sure it’s a passion you share so here are some ideas:

Look after the natural environment:
Leave anywhere you visit even better than when you found it. Dispose of litter carefully (fire is a serious
hazard in hot, dry countries so be careful with that cigarette butt!) and recycle where possible.

Respect local traditions and people:
Observe any dress codes and behave appropriately. It may be your holiday but it's their home. 
Try using a few words of the local language.

Always ask before taking someone's photograph:
Some people find this intrusive while others may ask for money for this small service.

Haggle with humour:
Do haggle – it's part of the fun. But remember that what may be a small sum to you may be
significant to the seller, so try to be fair, too.

Resist giving money or gifts to begging children:
It may make give you that feel-good feeling but you may be adding to other problems behind the
scenes. Give to a local charity or school to ensure the money goes where it is most needed.

Buy locally made products and use local services:
Eat at local bars and cafes. Ask about excursions using local guides and drivers – they have insider knowledge!
Putting money into the local economy helps local people and gives your holiday an extra dimension.

Reduce the use of natural resources and energy:
Take a quick shower instead of a bath; re-use towels; switch off lights and air con when out; try the
local bus service, hire a bike or walk – you'll see more that way!

Please don't take 'natural' souvenirs away:
Wild flowers and plants, pebbles and sea shells, should all be left where you found them for others to enjoy.

Don't buy products made from endangered plants or animals:
This includes hardwoods, corals, shells, starfish, ivory, fur, feathers, skins, horn, teeth, eggs, reptiles
and turtles. For more information on endangered species visit the WWF-UK Souvenir Alert Campaign

Child Sex Tourism is a Criminal Offence in all Destinations:
If you would like to report an incident, contact Crimestoppers from the UK dial Freephone 0800 555 111.
From Overseas dial +44 800 555 111. Or contact ECPAT UK (End Child Prostitution, Pornography and
Trafficking) +44 207 233 9887

These are just some of the simple things that can be done – but there are many more. To find out
more about how you can make your holiday more sustainable, visit www.makeholidaysgreener.org.uk.
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Water
All water should be regarded as being a potential health risk. Always use bottled/sterilised water
for drinking and when cleaning your teeth and make sure the seals on any bottled water are
unbroken. We also recommend you avoid ice cubes and raw vegetables and peel all fruit.

Your money
Vietnam
The unit of currency is the dong (usually represented by a ‘d’ sign). Notes are in denominations of 200,
500, 1,000, 2,000, 5,000, 10,000, 20,000, 50,000, 100,000 and 500,000, although 100,000 and 500,000
notes are rare, so you may find it extremely difficult to change them. Foreign currency in excess of
US$3,000 must be declared on arrival and no more than d5,000,000 can be imported or exported.

Generally, banks are open from 8am-11.30am and 1pm-4.30pm, Monday to Friday.

Cambodia
The unit of currency is the Cambodian riel (usually represented by ‘r’ or ‘CRI’). One riel is divided
into 100 sen. Notes are in denominations of 100, 200, 500, 1,000, 2,000, 5,000, 10,000, 20,000,
50,000 and 100,000 riel. Coins are in short supply, so if you’re expecting change from a purchase,
it is wise to keep a small amount of change with you. Foreign currency in excess of US$10,000 must
be declared on arrival and the export of any Cambodian riel is illegal.

Generally, banks are open from 8am-3pm, Monday to Friday.

Vietnam and Cambodia
US dollar cash is widely accepted in both Vietnam and Cambodia. In Vietnam it is officially illegal
for many businesses to trade in US dollars, although paying in dollars is still expected and accepted.
It’s also wise to keep a small amount of Vietnamese dong with you, as you may find some deals are
better if paid for in dong, rather than dollars.

We recommend you take a mixture of small denomination US dollar traveller’s cheques to change in
banks and hotels in the main cities, along with US dollar cash. However, please be aware that US
dollar traveller’s cheques cannot be changed everywhere and exchange rates are not always
favourable. Hotels only accept US dollar traveller’s cheques for exchange, and visits to banks are
limited due to tour timings. We also recommend you keep small amounts of local currency handy for
small purchases.

There are ATM machines in major Vietnamese cities, although they’re not always reliable, and there
are virtually no ATM machines in Cambodia. Credit cards are not widely accepted and can generally
only be used in some major hotels.
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5. Hotel details

Hilton Hanoi Opera Hotel Telephone: 84 4 39330 500
1 Le Thanh Tong Street Fax: 84 4 39330 530
Hanoi
Vietnam

Huong Giang Hotel Telephone: 84 54 3822122
51 Le Loi Street Fax: 84 54 3823102
Hue
Vietnam

Hoi An Riverside Resort Telephone: 84 510 3864800
175 Cua Dai Road Fax: 84 510 3864900
Hoi An
Vietnam

Renaissance Hotel Telephone: 84 8 3822 0033
8-15 Ton Duc Thang Street Fax: 84 8 3823 5666
District 1
Ho Chi Minh City
Vietnam

Prince D’Angkor Hotel Telephone: 855 63 763 888
Sivatha B/v Fax: 855 63 963 334
Mondul II
Sangkat Svay
Dangkom
Siem Reap
Cambodia

Cambodiana Hotel Telephone: 855 23 426 288
313 Sisowath Quay Fax: 855 23 426 392
Phnom Penh
Cambodia
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6. Contacts

Local representative
Important
Please note that all pre and post ‘Discover Vietnam & Cambodia’ tour extensions are unescorted.
If you need assistance while touring independently in Vietnam or Cambodia, please contact your
local agent:

Vidotour Indochina (Travel) Telephone: (84) (8) 39330457 (from outside Vietnam)
145 Nam Ky Khoi Nghia Fax: (84) (8) 39330470 (from outside Vietnam)
District 3 Email: sales@vidotourtravel.com
Ho Chi Minh City
VIETNAM

UK 24-hour Duty Office
In case of problems or emergencies, please contact your tour manager.

If you are on an extension from your Thomas Cook Tour and the local representative is unable to
help you or cannot be contacted, please call our UK-based Duty Manager:

Duty Manager:  Telephone: +44 1274 731119

Tourist information
For up-to-date information on health, passports, visas, special events and tourist information,
please contact:

British Embassy
Central Building Telephone: (84) (4) 3936 0500
31 Hai Ba Trung Fax: (84) (4) 3936 0551
Hanoi Email: behanoi@hn.vnn.vn
VIETNAM

British Consulate-General
25 Le Duan Street Telephone: (84) (8) 3829 8433
District 1 Fax: (84) (8) 3829 5257
Ho Chi Minh City Email: bcghcmc@hcm.vnn.vn
VIETNAM

23
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Embassy of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam
12-14 Victoria Road Telephone: 020 7937 1912
London Fax: 020 7565 3853
W8 5RD Email: consular@vietnamembassy.org.uk

Website: www.vietnamembassy.org.uk

British Embassy Telephone: (00) (855 23) 427124 / 428153
27-29 Street 75 Fax: (00) (855 23) 427125
Saigkat Email: britemb@online.com.kh
Sangkat Website: www.britishembassy.gov.uk/cambodia
Kuan Daun Penh
Phnom Penh
CAMBODIA

Royal Cambodian Embassy Telephone: 020 8451 7850
64 Brondesbury Park Fax: 020 8451 7594
Willesden Green
London
NW6 7AT

Foreign Office advice
The Travel Advice Unit of the Foreign and Commonwealth Office has issued documents on travel
advice for Vietnam and Cambodia. They advise, amongst other things, that visitors should use
common sense, take basic precautions and, where possible, avoid crowded places. Petty theft and
bag snatching are not uncommon, so be vigilant at all times, and beware of pickpockets and street
crime, especially in large cities. You should also avoid carrying handbags or wearing highly visible
jewellery, especially necklaces and expensive looking watches.

Furthermore, it is recommended that you take a photocopy of your passport and/or write down
the number, keeping it separate from your passport, in case it is lost or stolen.

To check the most up-to-date information you should contact the Foreign Office Travel Advice Unit
on  0845 850 2829.

In addition, the latest information is published on www.fco.gov.uk/knowbeforeyougo, which is
filled with essential travel advice.

Have a great holiday.
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We have taken every care to ensure that all details included in this booklet were correct at the time of printing.
However changes can occur without notice.

If you find any information in this booklet inaccurate, please do tell us.
Your help is appreciated and will enable us to ensure that our customers receive the most up-to-date information possible.

Thank you
Issue: January 2012 Issue 1

TCT/DVC/IT/0112/001
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